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He demostrates his interpretation on

and off the ball, being active in

different lanes and heights, such as

building-up zone, through the line

space, next to the side and into the

box. His positional intelligence allows

him to show up as an option of pass,

having space and time to perform.

Regarding his interpretation of play

to position on the field, he is a

footballer who knows when to pass

the ball. He generates advantages in

the last meters of the pitch, where

he stands out to pass in behind the

defenders due to his timing and

weight of pass.

He has the tempo of play. He does not

rush the game, but understands when

to pass after driving the ball. The way

he takes the ball forward allows him to

advance both at positional play and

transition into attack. He keeps the

ball near his foot and then attract

rivals to find out an open.

PARTICIPATION IN DIFFERENT ZONES DEEP PASS DRIVING THE BALL



Due to his capacity of recognizing

opens, he can be used as a finishing

tool when entering the box. He

understands when and how to show

up in order to receive free to make a

shot.

His shooting technique is important

to finish actions because it allows him

to generate advantages and offer

solutions by either passing or

shooting the ball. He is accurate to

find out teammates and put them

into a scoring chance.

He is a footballer who is committed to

retreat into shape and help press

around his zone to regain possession.

He has a good recovering technique

due to his timing to tackle or making

a slide tackle. In addition, he is

capable of anticipating or close gaps

to transition into attack quick.

ARRIVING FROM THE MIDDLE DEFENSIVE 1V1 DUEL DEFENSIVE WORK
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